though I have set the patterns of my doing all about you—yet you see them not.... I scatter seeds of light. I cast the shadows man calls day, and shadows of the shadows, man calls night. In repetition, I have paved the way for man to see. Has not my pattern stood the test to build another bird a nest again, where others were before? Cannot you see, O man of me—do as I say, do as I do. Do as I cause the way to be, within your understanding of the me in thee. Look to the pattern all around. The fragrance of the essence of my love in flowers you have found and in the cool, beneath the tree, there I am to comfort you and yet you question parts of me. Throughout my being, I made thee man to carry on; to take the stand in my defense; to build the wall to scale the fence of destiny. Not to follow whims of chance along the side; not to fall beneath the wheels of hate and fear—that others may ride in comfort. Only look, feel the essence of my being. Absorb me in the breeze. Reach me in the sun. My heart is warm. You are the one. Never have I set a pattern to lead you all astray. Any fear you feel, O man, you make along the way to me and your arrival is delayed. Your stage is set. The curtain must come down, but only to go up again. My pattern is eternity. Repetition is the grade that leads to me, O man.
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This title sounds like the degrees required by today's intellectuals in order to work for the government, or industry, on any advanced project.

In this article they only mean Before Christ, Before the United States, and Before the Air Force.

Archeology, anthropolology, many religious records, and artifacts verify that there were people in physical form visiting the earth, in times past, from outer space. The origin of every religion was based on these visitations from out of the skies.

The disappearance of the entire population of Ankor Wat in our recent recorded history proves that they went somewhere - as no bodies were found. This involved thousands of people in an eight hour period of time.

Sanscrit records visitations of people from out of the skies. The Japanese pagodas record these appearances in the past. Anti-gravity transportation, and lifting of massive stones in the many places around the earth, show technology not yet available to our science except on an experimental scale.

No authority can invalidate these facts from the past.

In the June, 1967, issue of "Saga" magazine, John Keel has written an article entitled "Moon Craters, or Secret U.F.O. Bases". This article shows that our governmental agencies are not above lying and producing false information to hide facts from you people who pay for these projects. The picture on page 22 plainly shows vent pipes, or man-made silos coming out of the surface of the Moon. This picture was taken by our Surveyor satellite.

What is the purpose of the secrecy known to the top government officials and the hierarchy of the churches? Job 15:18 asks the same question, "Hast thou heard the secret of God? and dost thou restrain wisdom to thyself?"
Naturally, if you were one of the forces, or individuals, in opposition to God, or the Christ forces, you would want to keep it from the people.

Two books written by Vyacheslav Zaitsev, who spent thirty years researching into past records to prove intelligent beings live in space, are outstanding. They are, "Cosmic Reminiscences In Written Relics Of The Past", and "The Evolution Of The Universe And Intelligent Beings". An article written by him in the August, 1967, issue of "Real" magazine, now available on the magazine stands, is most revealing.

Ancient hieroglyphs set down by one of the Ham tribe reads "The Dropas came down from the clouds in their gliders. Our men, women and children hid in caves ten times before the sunrise. When at last they understood the sign language of the Dropas, they realized that the newcomers had peaceful intentions." One Latin American legend says that eggs dropped down from the sky on dandelions! An ancient man could have seen a container with a man in it descend from the sky in a capsule like an egg, suspended by a parachute which he could only describe as a dandelion. How many of the world's tribes today might describe the descent of one of our astronauts into their jungle in the same manner?

From the Christian Apocrypha, which was banned by the church from use in services and reading, are many explanations of the mysteries of life. These books sometimes stand in direct contradiction to church approved texts.

"One of the Apocrypha books, "The Tale About The Three Magi " contains a reference to 'certain books' which claim that Christ came down from the star that was called the star of Bethelhem. The star, it says, was watched by astronomers in many Oriental countries. Once it appeared at night and lit up the whole sky as the Sun does. It hung over Mount Vans for a whole day, after which it lighted on the mountain like an eagle."

The "credibility gap" was created by the government, not by the people. The "theological gap" is perpetuated by the church to propagate its own dogma. Even the word "dogma" is opposite to God because spelled backwards it says amgod. Being Am God, dogma would be not God.
Science and Religion - being opposite poles of the same magnet - are now becoming nearer to balance of their fields, because science is revealing the fallacy of the misinformation in the church.

Science on the other hand has its own mistake in evolution. It also spends most of its time and appropriated money to produce destructive devices. Its product is in opposition to its purpose.

Before Christ the world was in chronology. But Christ in spirit was before the world. Space travel was a fact before anyone lived on the earth.

Astronauts in orbit around the planet are a fantastic achievement of science, but God put all of us on this planet in orbit around the Sun, which makes our science of space a child of nature.

Astronauts orbiting around the earth inside of capsules at 18,000 miles per hour, are small scale replicas of all of us on the outside of our planet in orbit around the Sun at 66,000 miles per hour. We are not only going faster, but we are held onto the outside of this ball of rock by an intangible, invisible force made by God, called gravity by us. We are as narrow-minded as fleas on a dog that don't know there are any other dogs, or fleas, except their own little world.

People, dogs, fleas, churches, scientists, planets, and authorities are only a confused mass in a mess of their own making. We should not be trying to take atoms apart - we should be trying to put them together. We should not be divided in our thinking, or action to create anything.

It is those who oppose God who are maintaining secrecy. Think of how great this society on the earth would be if all information now withheld by the authorities, and churches, were available to everyone.

History back to Christ is much longer than the history back to the origin of the United States; and the Air Force is only a babe in arms as far as history goes. Yet this child of military destructive might is trying to hide the infinity of timeless God so that it can spend more of the people's money to expand its satanic power.
The Air Force knows the U.F.O.'s are interplanetary. They know the people flying them are Christ-like in their superior knowledge. They know their reason for turning the investigation over to the University of Colorado is to fool the people into thinking they don't have the answers. They are hiding the facts behind a continuity of investigation - while the people foot the bill.

"And if Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself; how shall then his kingdom stand?" St. Matthew 12:26.

Authority hides the facts in secrecy while the church condones the action.


PROGRESS REPORT ON THE INTEGRATORON

We are now removing sub-assemblies of the armature spars from the last of the sub-assembly jigs. When these spars are completed we will go into final assembly of the armatures onto the bearing blocks.

In our last issue of the "Proceedings" we suggested that if each of our readers sent in ten dollars, it would bring us closer to completion of the "Integratoron". Out of over 2000 people we received 210 responses with several people sending a little more and about 100 sending much less. We want to thank those of you who responded and tell you your money has already been spent. The special glue alone to make the spars cost over $300.00. Teflon for the bearing surfaces now exceeds $1100.00, with some more needed.

We build as fast as your gifts permit us to go.

SPACE CONVENTION

The Space Convention to be held at Giant Rock Airport on October 14th and 15th is not an activity of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. This is a private activity by the president of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., G.W. Van Tassel, who also operates the Giant Rock Airport.
PRIEST ASTRONOMER'S REPORT

It is not our policy to reprint articles, but every once in a while some outstanding article needs wider distribution. Therefore we are reprinting what a Catholic Priest Astronomer reported in tracking our astronauts and satellites in orbit.

Observations of an Argentine Astronomer

Shadows on the moon and dizzy acrobatics of a saucer around ECHO II.

"Buenos Aires. 5th December, 1965. - Some flying saucers have been sighted in Buenos Aires. Reverend Father Benito Reyna, of the Society of Jesus, teacher of mathematics and director of a small private observatory, has photographed 3 of these UFOs which, according to him, could come from another planet.

"During a press conference Father Reyna displayed some negatives on which can be seen 3 black spots of different sizes outlined against the illuminated surface of the moon. We recall that Father Reyna had already observed some saucers last November."

'Le Figaro' - 6/12/1965.

One of the members of G.E.P.A. (Society for the Study of Aerial Phenomena) wrote to Father Reyna and in reply received a photograph of the phenomena. The conditions under which they were taken are as follows:

"On December 1, 1965, at 2040, we were asked by telephone, from various places, whether we had noticed anything strange on the moon, which was in its 8th day. I replied that at that very moment photographs were being taken. On developing these there appeared on the 6th one a fleet of flying disks (UFOs). On the following day, several journalists came to see me; I arranged a discussion with them and showed them the photos."

This photographic observation, which is completely authentic and is corroborated by the distant witnesses who called the observatory, is in itself remarkable, but Father Reyna continues:
"From the 2 observatories (there are 2 at San Miguel) I have followed many times with the naked eye or with binoculars the movements of UFOs. They almost always followed the artificial satellites or the rockets which put them into orbit, but always at a certain distance so as not to disturb them by their magnetic field. When the satellites enter the cone of the earth's shadow they disappear. However, the UFOs remain luminous and generally change direction, and this at fantastic speeds.

"One night we followed one of them with a telescope. I am going to draw on the reverse (of the page) a diagram of its movements. All this is absolutely certain and checked by technicians. I know that in France people take a great interest in UFOs and that one group of observers is trying to solve this riddle."

On the back of the Reverend Father's letter is found, under the title "The course of a UFO followed with a telescope of 100 times magnification", a description and an astounding drawing:

"From the ADHARA Observatory at San Miguel, Buenos Aires, on the clear night of 14th November, 1964, we were following in the telescope the satellite ECHO II, which was travelling from the north to the south pole. It appeared at 2037 hours almost on the same meridian as the observatory.

"At 2045h there arose in the west near Pegasus a UFO following a route perpendicular to the orbit of ECHO II and on the plane of this orbit. On approaching the satellite it deviated from its route, tracing a semi-circle (perhaps so as not to attract the satellite with its magnetic field), then continued on its way in an easterly direction, in the neighborhood of Orion, descending to the horizon. It made this journey in 3 minutes.

"At 2052h, when ECHO II was at the zenith, the UFO rose from the southwest near Centaurus, going to meet ECHO II. On approaching the satellite it made a detour, then headed towards the northeast and descended to the horizon near Andromeda.

"For the 3rd time, at 2100h, it appeared near Altair, presenting itself in the form of a cigar, then becoming circular. On reaching the level of ECHO II it made the
same detour as before, then, heading towards the south, in the direction of Canopus, finally disappeared below the southern horizon at the same time as ECHO II.

"As there were many people inside and outside the observation dome, it could be followed and observed from within and without, on its various paths, by rapidly adjusting the opening of the dome, so that all could see it. Near the horizon we saw it with perfection. It could be observed quite clearly, its upper turret of a greenish color. Its central ring was of a yellow color and its edges were blue. Sometimes it filled the whole field of the telescope and appeared bigger than the full moon. The speed of ECHO II being about 25,000 km per hour, the UFO must have been travelling at more than 100,000 km/h, as can be deduced from the journeys which it made at the same altitude as the satellite. The spectacle offered by the UFO which followed ECHO II was fantastic."

A priest of the Society of Jesus, Rev. Father Benito Reyna is an astronomer, biologist, doctor of science and teacher in the University del Salvador in Buenos Aires. He also directs scientific centers in 3 different places (at Santa Fe and in the 2 observatories of San Miguel). He has been doing research in astronomy and biology for 30 years.

San Miguel is situated 40km. west of Buenos Aires. In this town the Jesuits have 2 observatories: an "Observatory of Cosmic Physics", and a simple astronomical observatory, the ADHARA Observatory. Existing since 1935, the former is one of the most complete in the world, for in the 6 hectares (15 acres) which it covers, it has, as well as 3 observation domes, chemistry, biology, entomology, physics, electronics, heliophysics, meteorology and seismology departments. A radio telescope is being built. There is also a telescope for the observation of solar phenomena, which permits the taking of photographs of the sun in the morning and the afternoon.

The ADHARA observatory is a private observatory created by Louis Ferro, who has done studies in physics at Turin and Padoue. The various telescopes were made especially for studying the secrets of space and making them known to all the visitors who come each night to his home. In 4 years he has made some notable discoveries.
In recent months he has discovered big explosions or solar "soufflets" and has measured their size by methods which he has invented. His calculations have been confirmed by the big observatories and he has received commendation from Mt. Palomar. The position of the ADHARA observatory is as follows: Lat. 34°42'40" W.

For many years the witnesses who reported fantastic manoeuvres or the speed of these UFOs were thought to be mad. But the San Miguel observation has put a different construction on the matter. 100,000 km/h is really startling, not to mention the arcs described around the American satellite.

In the case of the observation of Father Reyna and the technicians who, being with him, confirmed this observation, we are dealing with an indisputably qualified astronomer who has made use of a telescope which has a magnification of 100 times. Also, the appearance and the antics of the object observed prove that this object could not be a natural phenomenon. If ever an observation was authenticated by the qualification of the principal observer and the agreement of parallel witnesses, this is it.

The fact that Father Reyna is a member of a religious order where very strict discipline reigns adds to the genuineness of his declarations. An individual person can take upon himself the risk of making a statement which could expose him to ridicule. It is unthinkable that a Jesuit would bear a testimony which would jeopardise the reputation of himself, his order, and his superiors.

It is impossible to doubt the reality of these things. As in the lawcourt, one can not object to witnesses who have the convincing evidence of those whom we have presented here.

One cannot see how this object could be put in the category of natural objects or known machines. The amazing antics of this saucer which appeared literally to play with ECHO II are desperately humiliating for terrestrial astronautics. In comparison, the interminable manoeuvres of the orbital rendezvous of Gemini and Agena, which are nevertheless the crowning glory of
our technology, seem miserably useless, if not ridiculous. The manoeuvrability of the San Miguel object astounds us. It seems to ignore all the restrictions which the laws of space mechanics impose on our space vehicles. It acts as if no law of gravity existed.

In view of such acrobatics in pursuit of ECHO II, who could pretend that this chaser of satellites was a secret experimental machine released from some Russian or American laboratory? When cosmonauts are to be launched into space, don't you think that the Soviet and American technicians use the best material and methods available in order to preserve the lives of their men?

At its launching, ECHO II had an orbit whose perigee was 1,033 km. and apogee was 1,513 km. It is, therefore, at an altitude of more than 1,000 km. (620 miles) that Father Reyna and the other witnesses saw the saucer. Now what natural phenomenon, what exospheric globular lightning flash could pursue, giving 3 performances, with such precision, a satellite orbiting at an altitude of more than 1,000 km.? You tell us! This watchdog of ECHO II was certainly nothing vague like ionised gas in the upper atmosphere. Seen in the telescope, with a beauty exceeding that of the full moon, it appeared as an object of fixed proportions whose clearness amazed the spectators, and in which could be seen zones of color, geometrically divided.

Father Reyna's report is an undeniable document, but it is also, at the same time, a decisive document. It puts to shame all the "explanations" by which those who hold to scientific dogmatism have sought in vain to discredit one of the biggest and perhaps the most serious enigmas of the present time and the past. It literally pulverises them; at the same time the saucer which he describes itself pulverises, as far as we are aware, all the records of altitude or speed which have ever been recorded in all the known history of these mysterious machines.

The figure given by the Rev. Father has to be seen in space, and he told us that ECHO II, a polar satellite, appeared "almost on the same meridian as the observatory." If we understand this properly, it
signifies that the orbit of ECHO II is found, at the moment of passing, on an almost vertical plane for the observer. Therefore, the routes of approach and the antics of the saucer must have been almost horizontal to the observer. Under these conditions it seems certain that the paths traced by the saucer between two encounters with the satellite must have been much longer than the orbital path traced by the satellite itself from one point of encounter to the other.

The saucer originated near Pegasus, then, grazing ECHO II at an altitude of 1,000 km., reached the horizon only 3 minutes after its appearance. This confirms the speed attributed to the saucer by Father Reyna.

A speed of 100,000 km/h (62,000 r.p.h.) — which practically corresponds with the orbital velocity of the earth — is, as we have said, a startling speed. A machine capable of such a speed is undoubtedly a space machine, and such a one that our ingenuity has never realized.

Let us take the escape velocity from the earth, for altitude 0, as equal to 11.2 km/sec., being 40,000 km/h. 100,000 km/h, or 28 km/sec., is 2½ times this value and already more than half the escape velocity from the solar system, on the plane of the earth's orbit (42 km/sec.). It is almost double the 3rd cosmic velocity (16.6 km/sec.).

This "3rd cosmic velocity" is that which it is necessary to give, in the direction of the orbital velocity of our planet, to a terrestrial object going away from the sun, and therefore already aided by this orbital velocity, in order to permit it to escape, not only from the earth, but from the solar system.

The average orbital velocity of the earth is about 29.77 km/sec. One must, to attain the escape velocity of the solar system (42 km/sec.), add to this velocity 12.23 km/sec. But is necessary besides to escape the earth's gravity, which requires a velocity of 11.82 km/sec. Finally, by designating the 3rd cosmic force by \( V \), we have, in (km=sec.):

\[
V^2 = (12.23)^2 + (11.82)^2
\]
Therefore \( V = 16.56 \text{ km/sec.} \)

The object showed that it was capable of deceleration which was perhaps more fantastic than its speed, since it was able, in a few minutes, to slow this tremendous speed to a movement so slow that it could be observed with perfect clarity in the center of a telescope of more than 100 times magnification. The ease of the manoeuvres seems like child's play compared with our techniques and the energy which we put into propelling and manoeuvring our space vehicles.

Father Reyna writes in his report "I have followed many times with the naked eye or with binoculars the movements of the UFOs. They almost always followed the artificial satellites or the rockets which put them into orbit."

We have no reason to think that the Rev. Father would wish to deceive his correspondent, unless his eye was deceived by the nature of that which he had observed. But a question arises in the mind of the reader. "If the Rev. Father was able to see these things, how do you think they were able to escape the notice of those who had launched the rockets and satellites and who have at their disposal, for the purpose of following their projectiles or space vehicles, powerful and highly specialized means of locating them?"

A reasonable answer doesn't seem doubtful: one cannot think that the companions of their space vehicles are going to deceive the vigilance of electromagnetic or optical tracking stations established by the Americans or Russians. They certainly know that they exist. The U.S. Government has known all the time that strange machines are observing what we are doing in outer space. There is no doubt that this corroborates Father Reyna's statement. Both Russia and America have come to the conclusion that "Flying saucers exist and their origin is extra-terrestrial, and their arrival, in a relatively short time, must permit verification of this affirmation."

In his letter of 20th April, 1966, Father Reyna writes:

"On the 1st of February and the 6th of the same month of this year, we followed the routes of
some UFOs. One night, 5 of them in a V formation, crossed the sky horizontally. From various parts of the Republic of Argentina some remarkable information frequently arrives concerning these flying objects."

Father Reyna's report leaves no doubt as to the existence and the fantastic capabilities of these UFOs and their great interest in our space attempts.

- "Phenomenes Spatiaux", June, 1966. -

PEACE, PROPHECY, AND PARADOX

First Thessalonians 5:3 says, "For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape."

Never in history have so many people heard the word peace as the millions did over T.V. in the course of the meetings of the U.N. Security Council and General Assembly during the Israel-Arab conflict.

Both the Pyramid measurements and Biblical prophecy place the beginning of the days of desolation in the Summer of 1967. According to events occurring in the insurrection in the United States, the Arab-Israel conflict and "wars and rumors of wars" we have verified by action the time of the end is now with us. The first battle, lasting six days, between Israel and the Arab world is only the prophesied beginning of a holy war that will eliminate Israel if the prophecy is further fulfilled.

August 20th, 1967, is identified in the Pyramid measurements as the beginning of the third woe, as described in Revelation in the Bible. Events occurring at that time will add to the tensions and desolation of the present world crisis. I believe the next act will involve an attack by Castro and Cuba against the U.S. Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. This may end in a blitz which will include missiles hitting in many of the cities of South-Eastern United States, and the declaration of a National Emergency by the President.
October 14th of this year is the Pyramid date of a critical economic crisis in the United States, which could be triggered by a conflict with Cuba. This date also is the Jewish period of Yom Kippur, the first day of the Space Convention at Giant Rock Airport, and the anniversary of the departure of the Shekinah from Solomon's Temple. The Shekinah was a space ship.

We prophesied in the "Proceedings" issue of March-April, 1965, on page 8, in an article titled "The Future", "The Negro people will find they have not achieved their hopes under law and will revolt emotionally." In the "Proceedings" of September-October, 1965, we prophesied "No one can legislate laws to control emotions. The Los Angeles incident will be repeated in other cities because the Negro people haven't seen a solitary sign of improvement of their conditions by anyone in authority."

Coming events cast their shadows before them and we prophesy now that the present administration in Washington will be defeated by the dozens by the voters in 1968.

What can be expected of the future when 98% of the people of the United States live on less than 2% of the land? What does the Bible say about such congested conditions? "Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you."

Some of you reading this will lose your home and possessions before another year is out because you didn't get out while you could.

Peace is that thing one feels in accomplishment of a purpose in life; not watching the boob-tube and dying slowly in a sitting posture with a can of beer in your hand.

Prophecy is the result of an awareness of future effects as a result of present causes and past mistakes.

Paradox is the result of upside-down thinking and right-side-up acting.

God provides - man divides. E - Pluribus Unum.
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